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Abstract

With experience from previous runs we expect instabilities at transition to be the dominant

intensity limiting effect for d-Au operation in Run-8. The beam intensity stability threshold is

lowered by electron clouds, and the electron cloud density depends on the bunch pattern. We review

bunch the pattern optimization in light of the operational experience in Run-7, and optimize the

pattern for operation with two different species.

1 Introduction

Electron clouds in the PHOBOS experimental beam pipe have limited the RHIC luminos-
ity in Run-4 and Run-5. Electron-impact desorption from electrons in the cloud led to an
increased vacuum pressure, and subsequently to unacceptable background in the PHO-
BOS detector [1]. Under these circumstances, the average electron cloud density could be
minimized, and the luminosity maximized, by distributing any given total intensity in as
few bunches as possible, uniformly distributed along the circumference. This was found
in simulations and supported by observations in experiments and operation [2–6].

Here we review the operational experience in Run-7, where at the end of the run
the Au intensity was limited not by dynamic pressure rises, but by beam instabilities
at transition. We then devise a strategy for maximizing the integrated luminosity by
selecting the optimum bunch pattern for a given available bunch intensity for the Blue
deuteron (d) beam, and the Yellow gold (Au) beams.

2 Operational experience with Au-Au in Run-7

Electron clouds limited the Au bunch intensity in Run-7. Initially, large dynamic pressure
rises were observed at a few locations that could not be baked at high temperature. This
could be remedied by 2 hours of scrubbing at injection with the highest available beam
intensities, and further beam conditioning throughout the run [6].

At the end of the run, the Au intensity available at store was limited by beam instabil-
ities at transition. These were previously identified as transverse single bunch instabili-
ties [8], and two typical growth times were observed (15 ms and 120 ms). It is also known
for some time that electron clouds at transition can lower the stability threshold [9]. A
summary of single bunch instabilities due to electron clouds is Ref. [10].
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Three measures were taken during the run to reduce the effect of the electron cloud
on the beam stability at transition. First, the gap voltage at transition was lowered from
300 kV initially to 150 kV beginning at fill number 8799 (18 May 2007). With this bunches
near transition are longer and the electron cloud density is lower. Second, the number
of bunches was kept below the maximum of 111 in order to minimize transition losses.
This yielded a visible improvement, making possible the acceleration of 103 bunches with
up to 1.2 × 109 Au ions [11]. And third, the strength of the arc octupoles was increased
compared to previous runs (see below).

Most of the physics stores had 103 bunches in each of the two rings. And almost all
stores with 103 bunches had a bunch pattern shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. This
pattern has 2 long gaps in addition to the abort gap, preserving the 3-fold symmetry that
is necessary to obtain approximately the same number of collisions at both PHENIX and
STAR.

Figure 1: Yellow beam intensity before (red) and after (yellow) transition crossing for ramp 8936 with
8 short gaps (top), and ramp 8937 with 2 long gaps (bottom) in the bunch pattern. In addition to the
gaps in the bunch pattern, there is the abort gap (8% of the circumference).
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The used bunch pattern is, however, different from the pattern expected to minimize
the average electron cloud density, which was found in previous simulations [3, 4]. This
other pattern is shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. It has 8 small gaps, approximately
uniformly distributed along the circumference, and the abort gap. This pattern too has a
3-fold symmetry. Although the amount of data is limited we now review the operational
experience with the 2 patterns of 103 bunches.

Of all the 191 physics stores with 103 bunches, only the first 3 (fill numbers 8689, 8690,
and 8693) had the pattern with 8 small gaps. In addition, ramp 8936 had this pattern
(the ramp aborted). We compare the few cases with a pattern with 8 small gaps with
the next 6 stores. The next 3 stores only had a different bunch pattern (and variations
in the bunch intensity), for the following 3 stores the strength of the arc octupoles was
increased from −5 m−3 to −6 m−3.

Figure 2: Comparison of different bunch patterns and octupole settings with 103 bunches. The first
group of stores (8689, 8690, and 8693) has 8 small gaps, the second group (8699 to 8701) has 2 long
gaps. The third group (8702 to 8707) also has 2 long gaps, and the arc octupole strength was increased
from −5 m−3 to −6 m−3. The top plot shows the Blue and Yellow average bunch intensities before and
after transition crossing. The bottom plot shows the Blue and Yellow average bunch intensities, and the
luminosity at the beginning of the store.
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We first compare the 3 stores with 103 bunches and 8 small gaps (8689, 8690, and 8693)
with the next 3 stores with 103 bunches that had 2 long gaps (8699, 8700, 8701). This
is shown in Fig. 2. The upper part shows the Blue and Yellow average bunch intensity
before and after transition. For the pattern with 8 short gaps the Yellow transition losses
are generally larger, although the bunch intensities before transition are somewhat larger
than for the ramps in the other group. The lower part of Fig. 2 shows the Blue and Yellow
average bunch intensity, and the luminosity at the beginning of the stores. All 3 stores
in the first group, and 2 out of 3 stores in the second group appear to have a significant
number of bunches that experienced an instability at transition. After the arc octupole
strength was increased from −5 m−3 to −6 m−3, the situation is visibly improved, and
all of the 3 stores that follow (8702, 8706, and 8707) have good luminosity. From this no
clear preference for any of the 2 bunch patterns can be deduced.

We also note that the beam loss monitors aborted 30 ramps intended for physics [7].
With operation close to the instability threshold at transition, one should expect that
the emittance of at least some bunches is increased regularly during transition crossing,
making scraping during during beta squeeze more likely.

Table 1: List of input parameters for electron cloud simulations at transition.

parameter unit value
transverse beam offset mm 0
bunches ... 103
rms beam radius mm 1.5
pipe radius mm 60
electrons generated/turn 107 2.4
electron generation radius mm 1.15
full bunch length m 1.2
bunch shape parameter n ... 3
bunch intensity 109 Au ions 1.0
longitudinal slices/turn ... 132000
macro-particles, initially ... 250
smoothing length d mm 1.0
δmax ... 1.95
Emax eV 305
Esecondary eV 8.925
P0 ... 0.5
Ereflect eV 60
s ... 1.813
Prediffuse ... 0.5
αδ ... 0.5
αθ ... 1.0
P∞ ... 0.1

We now compare the two patterns in a simulation with CSEC [12], where we use the
parameters shown in Tab. 1. These are for conditions in the field free warm straight
sections, with stainless steel, at transition. The result is shown in Fig. 3. The average
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electron cloud density of the two patterns is not very different, but the range of electron
cloud density within one turn is quite different. The pattern with 2 long gaps has a much
wider range, dipping lower after each gap and rising higher before the next gap. If the
onset of a beam instability requires a minimum electron cloud density, the simulation
result could explain why the pattern with 2 gaps leads to fewer unstable bunches. For
example, if for the situation depicted in Fig. 3 0.25 nC/m were required for bunches to
become unstable, almost all bunches in the pattern with 8 short gaps would be unstable,
but fewer bunches in the pattern with 2 long gaps.
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Figure 3: Simulated electron cloud build-up over 4 turns with 103 bunches and different bunch patterns.
Like during Run-7, patterns with 8 short and 2 long gaps are shown. Simulation parameters are listed in
Tab. 1.

The effect of the transition instabilities on the luminosity is shown in Fig. 4, where the
initial luminosity is depicted as a function of the Blue total, Yellow total, and Blue+Yellow
total intensity for all physics stores of Run-7. Most of these stores had the bunch pattern
with 103 bunches and 2 long gaps. For increasing intensities the initial luminosity increase
at first, but decreases beyond a certain intensity value. It is difficult to establish the
intensity above which no further luminosity increase can be expected during a run, since
the initial luminosities have a wide range for any given intensity.
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Figure 4: Initial luminosity as a function of the Blue beam total intensity at the beginning of the ramp
(top), Yellow beam total intensity (middle) and, the sum of Blue and Yellow intensities. Shown are all
229 physics store of Run-7, of which 191 had a pattern with 103 bunches and 2 long gaps.
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Table 2: Expected maxima for number of bunches and bunch intensities for Run-8. These maxima may
not be attainable simultaneously.

parameter unit d (Blue) Au (Yellow)
number of bunches Nmax0 ... 111
bunch intensity NB,Y,max0 109 120 1.1
charges per bunch Nc 1011

e
+ 1.2 0.9

3 Bunch patterns for d-Au in Run-8

The time dependent luminosity L(t) is given by

L(t) =
3F

π
(βγ)

frevN

β∗

NB(t)NY (t)

εB(t) + εY (t)
(1)

where F is a factor that accounts for luminosity losses due to a crossing angle and the
hourglass effect, (βγ) are the relativistic factors, frev is the revolution frequency, N is the
number of bunch collisions per turn, and β∗ the lattice function at the interaction point
(IP). NB and NY denote the Blue and Yellow bunch intensities, respectively, and εB and
εY the Blue and Yellow normalized emittances,

εB/Y = (βγ)
6σ2

B/Y

β
, (2)

with β the lattice function here. We have assumed round beams for both the Blue and
Yellow beam,

εx,B = εy,B = εB and εx,Y = εy,Y = εY (3)

but not necessarily the same emittance of the Blue d beam, and the Yellow Au beam.
For collisions without a crossing angle the hourglass reduction factor is [13]

F =

∫

∞

−∞

dt√
π

exp(−t2)
√

(1 + t2/t2x)(1 + t2/t2y)
(4)

with

t2x =
2(σ∗2

x,B + σ∗2

x,Y )

(σ∗2

z,B + σ∗2

z,Y )(σ∗2

x,B/β∗2

x,B + σ∗2

x,Y /β∗2

x,Y )
(5)

and a similar expression for ty. In our situation we have β∗ = 1 m and F = 0.96 at the
beginning of a store.

We now need to find the values for (N, NB, NY ) and the bunch pattern that maximize
the luminosity L. Tab. 2 shows the expected maxima for the number of bunches, and
the d and Au bunch intensities. For the optimization we require that no bunches become
unstable at transition. It is possible that a slightly higher luminosity can be obtained
when a limited number of bunches become unstable. The optimization for the luminosity
L ∝ NNBNY can be done with the following steps:
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1. We find the bunch pattern that is best to avoid instabilities at transition.

2. We assume that NB = NB,max and NY = NY,max has been reached with small N . We
then increase N , using the best bunch patterns, until one of the beams encounters
the transition instability. This is more likely in the Blue ring since more charges per
bunch will be available for the Blue beam. That yields the luminosity L1.

3. We now increase N and decrease NB with NNB = const until the transition insta-
bility in Yellow is encountered, or N = Nmax. With no reduction in the luminosity
we have reduced the maximum electron cloud density in Blue.

4. We can now increase the Blue bunch intensity NB again until the transition instability
is encountered or its maximum value reached.

While the above steps lead to the maximum luminosity we still need to find the opti-
mum bunch patterns for a given total intensity. In addition to the simulation presented
in the previous section, Fig. 5 shows electron cloud built-up simulations for a given total
intensity and different number of bunches, for patterns with 2 large, and many small gaps.

It is noteworthy to compare for all cases the charge line density averaged over one turn
(turn 4 in the simulation), the maximum charge line density, and the minimum charge
line density in each turn after the electron cloud build-up is complete. This is shown in
Fig. 6. For the range of bunch numbers tested the average electron cloud density does
not change much, and is not very different for the two bunch patterns. For smaller bunch
numbers a difference between the bunch number becomes visible. This is consistent with
earlier simulations for 68 bunches [2, 3].

While the average electron cloud density per turn is about the same for all cases tested,
the range and the maximum the density is much larger for the patterns with 2 large gaps.
To suppress the instabilities in all bunches the instability threshold must be above the
maximum. For any given total intensity, patterns with many small gaps are therefore
favorable to suppress instabilities in all bunches. This conclusion could also be tested in
operation in Run-8.

4 Summary

Based on the analysis of Run-7 data, and electron cloud build-up simulations one can
expect that to suppress transition instabilities in all bunches, patterns with many small
gaps, distributed evenly over the circumference are best. These patterns minimize the
maximum electron cloud density. With this the bunch intensities NB, NY and the number
of bunches N can be chosen according to the prescription in Sec. 3 in order to maximize
the luminosity L.
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Figure 5: Simulated electron cloud densities over 4 turns for the same total intensity but different number
of bunches. The upper plot shows bunch patterns with 2 long gaps, the lower plot shows patterns with
many small gaps, distributed approximately uniformly around the circumference.
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Figure 6: Electron cloud density averaged over one turn, maximum electron cloud density (upper bar),
and minimum electron cloud density per turn after the cloud build-up has finished (lower bar) for all
bunch cases shown in Fig. 5. The number of bunches for the cases with multiple short gaps are increase
by one for better readability.
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